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Motivation
Preference data are a key source of information in the subjective evaluation of
hearing aids.
Unfortunately, the analysis of preference data is complicated by:
• ordinal nature of the data (A>B)
→ linear models such as ANOVA are inadequate; ordinal models are needed;
• data incompleteness (e.g., subjects only give their top preference)
→ calls for latent-variable models, which can handle partial (or missing) data.

Our approach: combine a Thurstonian model with a
hierarchical Bayesian model

Results
To determine whether participants showed a statistically significant preference for one
algorithm, we examined posterior distributions of pairwise differences in latent
(inferred) percepts, separately for each question (Noise, Artifacts, etc...), and overall.

Thurstonian model of preference judgments
Preferences reflect ordering of percepts on
psychological continuum.

Distances between percepts determine which
preferences are expressed.

Overall

95% posterior confidence intervals
that do not span 0 are indicative of
statistically significant preferences.

Here, we illustrate an approach for aggregating and analyzing partial preference
data using a Thurstonian model in a hierarchical Bayesian framework.

trial 1:

Count the number of times a given preference judgment was expressed, then analyze counts using
parametric (e.g., Poisson or binomial) or non-parametric statistics (David, 1988).
Limitations: ignores unexpressed preferences; difficult to adapt to complex experimental designs
(e.g., mixed designs or designs involving more than two response alternatives).

• Ordinal-regression or Thurstonian models (Thurstone, 1927)
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See:
Marden (1995)
Agresti (2002)
for reviews

Special case: Plackett-Luce model (a Thurstonian model with Gumbel instead of Gaussian distributions)
Advantages: flexible; long history in psychology, stats; many applications (e.g., marketing)

• Permutation models

Limitations: does not lend itself as easily to modeling of underlying psychological processes.

Real-world example
Setup:
18 hearing-impaired participants compared three different sound-processing algorithms (M1, M2, M3)
on five aspects: Noise; Artifacts; Fluctuations; Speech clarity; Overall quality.

Example data (answers from participants):
“M1 is the noisiest”
“M1 and M2 are best for sound quality”
“I cannot tell the difference”

Question:
Do subjects prefer one algorithm over the others?

Hurdles for statistical analysis:
 Unusual response set (subjects expressed 0, 1, or 2 preferences, or greatest dislikes)
 Partial rankings (subjects only had to report their top preference/least-liked choice)
 Mixed (within- and across-subjects) design

Conclusions

percept

Advantageous features of the approach:
 Based on an explicit model of preference judgments.
 Modeling assumptions are apparent, and testable.
 Like ordinal-regression, it is well-suited to ordinal data (or rankings).
 Handles incomplete (partial) preference data, as well as missing data.
 Can be adapted to suit specific/unusual experimental designs.
 Uses a hierarchical structure for data aggregation within and across subjects.

trial 2:
trial 3:

Hierarchical Bayesian model
A-priori exchangeability assumption over subjects
implies a hierarchical model (Jackman, 2009):

Sources of variances are structured using
a general linear model, with main effects
and interactions (Gelman and Hill, 2007):

Probability distribution
over subjects

Permutation group: A>B>C; B>A>C; B>C>A; ...

Based on probability distribution on permutation group (e.g., Mallows, 1957).

Gaussian noise
(Green & Swets, 1966)

Model schematic

Caveats:
 Implementation can be tricky (requires experience with Bayesian modeling techniques)
 Modeling assumptions (e.g., Gaussian noise) can be difficult to check.
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Avenues for further research include:
 Apply the approach on other datasets.
 Check modeling assumptions (e.g., Gaussian distributions).
 Compare models (e.g., Thurstonian vs Mallows).

Trial/condition- and subjectspecific parameter

Estimation of model parameters
Numerical methods (Markov-chain Monte Carlo, MCMC;
see: Bolstad, 2009) are used to infer posterior probability
distributions of model parameters, i.e., distributions of
model parameters conditioned on the data.
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Overall, and for some aspects (Artifacts, Quality, Speech), participants preferred M2
(and/or) M3 to M1. A (non-significant) tendency for participants to prefer M2 to M3 is
also apparent, and might be confirmed with more data.
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